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About this book
The EOS M50 is a well specified mirrorless body that is light, yet still features an electronic
viewfinder for ease of use. This model has a wide range of features, many of which will be very
familiar to photographers that have used the DSLR EOS models. Yet as similar as it is, it is quite
different in operation, with a very different viewing and focusing system.
Designed to be ultra small and light and with its own range of EF-M lenses, also designed
for compactness and light weight, the camera also has an adaptor that allows it to take the
extensive range of EF and EF-S lenses, making it an attractive compact option for those that
already have these lenses.
This book will look at all of the key features that are found on this model and explain what
they do and how they can be used. It is designed to present the information in a much more
accessible way than is found in the manual and is liberally illustrated throughout with screen
images and also images to show what the features actually do to the images that you take.
The camera is very versatile and can tackle most types of photography easily as it has an
extensive range of overrides that will enable you to cope in almost any shooting conditions.
There is also a companion Pocketbook available to provide a small A6 size 40 page guide that
is easy to take with you when shooting to help you remember how to set the key features on
the camera. This is available from the EOS magazine shop.
Click here to find out more about the range of Pocketbooks or go to www.eos-magazineshop.com and click on the links for books.
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About the author

then moved to Canon UK
where she had a successful
nine years looking after
training, exhibitions and
marketing both in the UK
and also within Europe.
This gave Nina an unrivalled
knowledge of not only the Canon EOS system
but also how to develop and enhance the skills of
photographers of all ability levels.

Some of the test images shot on the EOS M50 whilst producing the books on the EOS M50 showing the great images that can be
achieved. These images are straight out of the camera, shot as a JPEG files and have had no postproduction done to them.

Nina started her own business in 1999, concentrating
on training for amateur photographers. As well
as developing the online training academy and
direct training of photographers, Nina is a prolific
professional photographer producing images
not only for the EOS Training Academy but for
a variety of outside organisations. In 2014 Nina
started producing her own range of ebooks to bring
photography training to an ever wider audience. In
2017 Nina also launched a range of printed compact
pocket books for the EOS range.
Nina started taking images when she was very
young and is still a very keen photographer both
professionally and personally. Nina loves travel,
landscape and wildlife photography and still shoots
commercially within the travel photography market.
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New Guided options on the EOS M50

The EOS M50 has some features designed to make its
operation easier for the newcomer to photography.
The EOS M50 as supplied in the box will have the
Menu display defaulted to the guided settings and
the menus will have a white background. Plus the
Mode guide and the Feature guide will be enabled.
This makes the camera much more user friendly to
use and prevents common errors occurring when
shooting.
I am going to use the default screens within this
ebook as I assume that is most likely way for most
M50 users to be using the camera. However if you
are used to the EOS DSLR range, you may be more
comfortable setting the menu display to standard
so you get the black background displays which is
used on most EOS bodies. The guided menu displays
contain most of the options that I will look at, but if
you want to use the My Menu options you have to go
to the standard menu screens. The main difference
with the guided menu screens, apart from the tips
for the feature, is that you have to go back to a main
menu screen before you can enter another menu.
7
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New Guided options on the EOS M50

Q/Set button

To see these options, press the menu button on the
rear of the camera, highlighted in the camera image
to the right. The easiest way to navigate the menus
is to use the touch controls. All you need to do is to
tap the far right tab and these options appear. To
enter the menu tap the OK at the bottom and you
will see the menu commands, to enter and change
any of them simply tap to enter and then tap on the
command you want.
To manually navigate the menus the left and right
cross keys will navigate along the tabs at the top,
pressing the Q/Set button enters the menu and then
up and down cross keys will navigate up and down
to the command that you want and then the set
button enters the menus. You simply then use the
up and down cross keys to select the item you want
and then press the set button again.
On these it is well worth getting used to the touch
controls as they are much quicker and easier to use
than the manual navigation. If the guided option is
selected then a tip box as highlighted bottom right
displays when you enter the options, it will go off

Menu button

after a few seconds, through you can tap the close X
at the top right hand corner to make it close. When
working in guided screen a second tap might be
needed to enter the menu if the tip is still showing.
If you find this slows down your operation and you
do not need the tool tips then turning them off may
make the camera faster to use.
Be wary of using screen protectors on touch
control screens as they can make the controls very
unresponsive.
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What each option displays

The menu display option allows you to choose
between the white menus which go back to a main
menu screen and have been designed to be slightly
simpler to use or the more traditional EOS menu
displays that users of the DSLR range will be more
familiar with the appearance of.

The mode guide when enabled simply brings up
a screen when you change mode to explain the
operation of that mode. Once you click on the OK
on screen it will go to the normal display. These
screens if enabled only come up if you change the
mode on the mode dial on the top of the camera.

In operation the menus are very similar, throughout
the book I have kept to the white menus. The
items in the black menu actually are identical so
it’s a matter of personal preference as to which you
choose to use.

If you use the SCN modes it can be slightly easier
to select the options when using the mode guide
enabled. For those that are very familiar with the
exposure modes and what they do, disabling the
mode guide can speed up the operation of the
camera slightly.

9

The feature guide when enabled brings up a small
box on the screen that gives a brief explanation of
that feature or control. The box will go off after a few
seconds or it can be closed by tapping the X in the
top right hand corner. When it displays it requires a
second tap at times to then enter the menu. If it is
turned off the second tap is no longer needed. So
for the more experienced users who are familiar with
the camera, disabling the feature guide makes a lot
of sense as it significantly speeds up the setting of
options. For the novice leaving it on will help with
the understanding of the controls.
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Basic Camera Layout
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Rear camera controls
It is important to understand the controls on any
camera as this will help you set the controls quickly
and efficiently. If you have used any DSLR EOS models
the controls will look very familiar but be aware that
there are a number of differences in how many of the
controls operate.

VIEWFINDER SENSOR when this is obscured
the rear screens off and the viewfinder turns on.
Be careful when using the rear screen that you
do not obscure this or you will not be able to use
the rear screen.
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shooting mode.
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ON/OFF SWITCH Can be left on
during a shoot as the camera goes onto
standby after 1 minute (wake up with
the shutter button).

AE LOCK BUTTON Press to lock
the exposure. In evaluative metering
with One shot AF the exposure also
locks automatically on half pressure of
shutter button. This can separate out
their operation. Needed to lock Spot or
Partial metering onto correct area.

ELECTRONIC VIEWFINDER easiest place
to view the image especially in bright light.
Viewfinder comes on automatically when
you put your eye to it.

AF FRAME SELECTOR BUTTON
This allows the options for the chosen
focusing mode to be selected. Prompts
are shown at the bottom of the screen.
If the area is not centred, pressing and
holding will return it to the centre.
INFO BUTTON Toggles between
displays when the camera is active. 4
displays, 4th one is the Q screen.

DIOPTRIC ADJUSTMENT immediately
under the viewfinder there is a sliding
switch that allows adjustment of the
viewfinder to suit your eyesight
SCREEN allows the viewing of the image
when not looking through the viewfinder.
Turns off as soon as the viewfinder
activates. Can be pulled out and rotated to
allow the taking of selfies and also can tilt
to allows shooting at a high or low angle.

MENU BUTTON Press to access the
camera’s menu system where many
options are set.
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PLAYBACK BUTTON Will show the
last taken image; use the left and right
navigation buttons on the rear of
camera to scroll one image at a time.
The main dial on the top of the camera
will jump through the images initially
set to 10 images per click.
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access certain key controls.
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Left also allows switching between Autofocus and

Rear camera controls
CROSS KEYS Used within the menu system and Q
screen for navigation, acts like a rocker switch to go
left right, up or down.

manual focus, be careful of this as it’s easy to end
up on manual focus by error.

Also used with playback to go quickly through
the images being viewed if not using the touch
controls.

Up allows you to set exposure compensation
using the main dial on the top of the camera,
press again to go back to the normal setting.
Down This allows you to erase the image you are
currently looking at. Only works when the image
is being played back. The colour, blue - indicates it
is only a playback control.
Right This brings up the flash option for the
mode you are currently shooting in. This model
does not automatically turn flash on in any mode,
however a flash symbol will flash on the screen
and viewfinder display if flash is required when
shooting in the full auto modes.

Q/SET BUTTON This is used within the menu
system to apply settings; within the Q screen it
allows you to see a more detailed screen.

Q/SET BUTTON Pressing this will activate the
display the main settings are made. The Q button
brings up setting in the shoot and playback
displays. The display adapts according to the mode
the camera is set to. This can be directly from the
shooting screen or via specific Q screen.
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Top camera controls
FOCAL PLANE INDICATOR This shows the actual
position of the sensor.

FLASH hold the flash here to manually raise the
flash ready for use. To turn off simply press down
again.
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shooting mode, normally operated
index finger. Can also change settings on Q screen.
SHUTTER BUTTON Half pressure activates
focusing and metering. Also half pressure will
escape from playback mode and from within
menus.
VIDEO RECORD BUTTON press once to start
recording and then again to stop recording. Works
in any mode but in reality uses Auto+ settings
unless you set to the specific movie mode where
more controls are available.
M-FN BUTTON The default option for this
button is to allow the setting of the ISO. Can be
programmed within custom controls to perform a
number of different options. See Custom controls
for more details.

MODE DIAL This allows the setting of the modes
on the camera.

ON/OFF SWITCH Can be left on
during a shoot as the camera goes onto
standby after 1 minute (wake up with
the shutter button).

13
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Touch controls
As we go though the book I will explain the manual
navigation controls found on the EOS M50, however,
by far the easiest way to operate this model is using
the touch controls that the camera offers.

Most of the key camera functions can be set directly
on the screen on the rear of the camera, they are
activated by pressing the Q/Set button, highlighted
above. Once this is done a display will superimpose
itself over the viewing screen (two top images)
where you can select the items that you want to
set by simply tapping on then and to choose the
control you want, you simply tap on the option at
the bottom of the screen. The display adapts to the
mode that you are shooting in so if playing back you
get different controls to shooting. Also the Exposure
mode that you have selected on the top of the
camera will control the number of options that you
have and what they are.
The other options on the camera are set using the
camera’s extensive menu system. Once again this
adapts according to the mode that you are in and

when using the basic zone modes there will be far
less items to select from. To bring up the menu
simply press the menu button on the rear of the
camera, also highlighted on the image to the left.

Sometimes you simply tap on the item that you
want, at other times once you select the item you
want you will need to tap the SET OK button at the
bottom of the screen to confirm your choice.

Once the menu is showing, (bottom two images
above) tap on the tabs at the top to select the one
that you want, tap the numbers underneath to
choose which menu you want and then tap on the
item that you want which will take you into another
menu where you can select from the options shown.

If playing back images the normal swipe, stretch and
pinch options commonly found on smart devices
will also work to change, zoom in and zoom out on
the images that you are viewing.

14
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Viewing options
The EOS M50 is one of only two of the EOS M series
at the time of writing to have both a rear screen and
an electronic viewfinder to view the image.

DIOPTRE ADJUSTMENT a sliding lever that
allows the viewfinder to be adjusted to your
eyesight.

The electronic viewfinder is much better for viewing
in bright conditions and also often easier to use
when finding subjects with longer lenses. Compared
to the DSLR models this is an electronic viewfinder
and so allows you to preview how the image will
actually look. The viewfinder automatically turns
on as soon as you put your eye up to it. At the same
time the rear screen will also turn off.

CAMERA SCREEN allows you to view and
compose the image on the rear of the camera.
Turns off automatically if you look through
viewfinder.

There are lots of advantages to shooting with the
viewfinder, especially for those that are used to
the DLSR models. One key advantage is that the
viewfinder has a dioptric correction that allows the
viewfinder to be set up for your eye sight.

use a lot more power when they are working than
a more traditional optical viewfinder.
The batteries on the EOS M50 are also quite small
and lower capacity than many of the batteries that
we are used to within the larger EOS models, so
it may come as a shock to those who are used to
models such as the EOS 80D, 7 and 5 series models,
just how quickly this camera can go through a
battery on its normal default settings.

On the rear of the camera is the large LCD display
which is turned on automatically when the camera
is switched on and not on standby. If it turns off
as the camera goes to sleep, reactivate it from
standby by simply pressing shutter button part
way. This is normally used pushed flat against
the camera but it can be angled or even rotated
through almost 180o which is useful when shooting
selfies. It can also be rotated when folded back into
the camera so that the screen itself is facing into
the camera body and therefore protected from
damage.

There are two ways to deal with the issues of the
higher power consumption, the first is to simply
invest in a spare battery or two depending on
how much you shoot within a day. This works well
providing you have access to charge the battery.
The second option, which if you shoot a lot of
images, or have limited access to charging, is to
understand and utilise the power saving options
that the camera offers, which may be needed as
well as several spare batteries.

Being able to preview how an image is going to
look is an obvious advantage, and one that will
appeal to many photographers. However it does
come at a cost and that is that both displays will
15
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M50 power saving options
There are several different options that can be used
to reduce the amount of power that is being used:
ECO MODE The displays consume a lot of power
and one way to extend the life of the battery is to
turn on the Eco Mode. This is found within the set
up 2 menu. This has a simple on or off option. This
is set to Off as a default.
If turned on this dims the display right down, after
about 2 seconds when the camera is not in use.
To bring up the full brightness display simply press
the shutter button halfway. If this is turned on the
power saving options are not available, which are
the next item in the menu.
POWER SAVING These control the power down
options and are also found within the set up 2
menu. Once you enter the menu you have three
options. The Display Off controls how long before
turning off the display and then the Auto Power
Down governs how long after that the camera
powers down. Both have a default of 1 minute. The
Display Off can be set between 15 seconds and
10 minutes and the Auto Power Down can be set
between 30 seconds and 10 minutes. There is also
a option for the viewfinder, set to 3 minutes as a
default but can be set to 1 minute or disabled.
Both options are quickly cancelled by pressing the
shutter button halfway to reactivate the camera.
As the camera is so quick to reactivate, these can
be turned down to shorter periods if required and
will help to extend the battery life. However the
Eco Mode is probably going to give the greatest
power saving. These other power saving options
only work if the Eco Mode is turned off.
16
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Other viewfinder options
DISPLAY PERFORMANCE This allows you to
save power by turning the viewfinder to a setting
that consumes less power but which will not be
as smooth. The default is the smooth setting that
gives a smoother display but consumes more
power.
Electronic viewfinders are very different to an
optical viewfinder to use as they can have a slight
lag as the display refreshes. If shooting static
subjects this is not a problem and the power saving
option can be used but if shooting action or any
type of moving subject it should be returned to the
smooth setting.
VF DISPLAY FORMAT This allows you to choose
between two options for the viewfinder display.
The default display offers a larger area for the
image, which if you can get close enough to see it,
makes the viewfinder appear to have a very large
area. Display 2 gives a slightly smaller area, which
may be easier to see right to the edge for those
that need to wear glasses when shooting with the
camera.
REVERSE DISPLAY This allows the display to
reverse so that you can see the image exactly as
taken when using the camera to take selfies with
the screen flipped to 180o to allow you to operate
the camera when looking at the front. If it is turned
off then everything will be opposite to what you
are doing, so if you raise your left hand it will
appear to the right of you. Regardless of which
option you choose, the images will still come out
identically.
17
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Shooting information display

This allows you to set up the options for how the rear
screen and viewfinder are going to appear. When
you tap on this menu item the camera will bring up
another menu that has five items within it.

You have options to turn each display on or off. As
a default all 5 options are enabled. Possibly the most
significant for those that shoot using the viewfinder
and who are used to using the DSLR EOS models is the
ability to make the normal Q screen appear on the rear
of the camera (option 5) which will make setting a lot of
the options much more familiar.
The other 4 options allow you to choose from displays
that show very little information to have the full
information plus a live histogram showing.
At the bottom of options 1, 2 and 3 the screen shows
that pressing the INFO button or tapping the INFO
option on the screen will
bring up more options.

SCREEN INFO/TOGGLE SETTINGS allows you to set
the options that will display on the rear screen of the
camera, the options that are enabled here are scrolled
through by pressing the INFO button on the rear of
the camera. Each press will advance to the next display
setting.

This option allows you to
customize what will be
showing on the screen at
the time of shooting.
These options only affect the screen on the rear of the
camera and not the camera’s electronic viewfinder.
18

VF INFO / TOGGLE
SETTINGS allow you to
set up the options for the
electronic viewfinder. There
are only three options this
time as the Q screen is not
available in the viewfinder.
At the bottom you have
the customisation options
when choosing to use
display 2 or 3.
To utilise the options that
are active you need to
press the INFO button
on the rear of the camera
whilst looking through the
camera’s viewfinder, if it
done looking at the rear
screen then the options
that change will be those
for the rear screen.
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Shooting information display

GRID DISPLAY allows you to choose which of the grid
options that you have visible on both the rear screen
and the electronic viewfinder.
By default the grid display is turned off but it can be
turned on if required to any of the three options as
shown below.

RESET This simply takes all of the display options back
to their defaults.

EXPOSURE SIMULATION this is enabled as a default
and this allows you to preview what the image will look
like when it is taken. This makes using options such as
the manual mode very easy as you simply adjust the
settings until the image looks correct.
HISTOGRAM this allows you to choose which of the
two types of histogram is displayed when you choose
one of the options that will display a live histogram.
The normal default is for a larger brightness histogram.
There are options for a RGB histogram and an option
that allows you to make the histogram smaller so it
does not take up so much of the viewfinder area.

If shooting with flash, especially if relying on the flash
to provide all the light for your subject, this option can
cause problems as it is showing you the exposure for
the ambient light not the flash exposure. This can mean
that you may not see the image as it would be too dark
using the settings used with the flash, and it cannot
preview the flash exposure.

The histogram will not appear if shooting in one of
the Basic zone modes and some of the other shooting
information may disappear according to what is
supported by the mode.

So there is an option to turn it off in which instance
the viewfinder or screen will no longer show a preview
of what the image will look like but will allow you to
see and therefore frame your image. However, if this is
left on and you shoot manually the exposure errors you
may be getting will no longer show up.

Histograms are useful to assess some exposure problems
such as the extent of burnout that may be happening
within an image, however, they should always be used
in conjunction with the image rather than being the
only way to assess the image.
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Viewfinder information
The screen and electronic viewfinder show the
same basic information displayed mostly at the
bottom of the screen.
1| CURRENT EXPOSURE MODE
2| SHOTS LEFT The number of images at the
current quality setting that will fit on the SD card.
3| MOVIE TIME LEFT movie time that can be shot
on current settings - cannot go above 29:59
4| BATTERY LIFE INDICATOR
5| FOCUSING AREA This is the focusing area,
once in focus it will turn green in One Shot AF to
confirm that the image is in focus. Displays in blue
if Servo AF is in use. If red indicates camera cannot
focus. The size and number of boxes vary according
focus set up.
6| SHUTTER SPEED If ” appears as part of the
number it indicates a shutter speed slower than
1/4 second. If shown in red, the exposure is out of
range.
7| APERTURE If the value is red then the exposure
is out of range.
8| EXPOSURE COMPENSATION SCALE If the
marker is in the centre then no compensation is
set. Set with dial on top of camera. Minus makes
image darker, towards plus makes it lighter. If more
than one marker shows, Auto Exposure Bracketing
(AEB) is set, set via main dial. In Manual mode this
display becomes your metering scale.
9| ISO This shows the current ISO that is being
used if the camera is active. If ISO is set to AUTO,
this will show ‘Auto’ but will change once shutter
button is part depressed. ‘D+’ by ISO indicates

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

10.
6.

7.

8.

Highlight Tone Priority is set.
10| EXPOSURE SIMULATION providing this is
not flashing the image you are seeing on screen is
how the final image will look.
If using the electronic viewfinder make sure you
have set the dioptre adjustment for the viewfinder
as it will make the information much clearer to see
and read if you normally wear glasses.
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9.
The slider to set this is found underneath the
viewfinder, the easiest way to see where it is, is to
look at the camera turned upside down.
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